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Abstract: In the present context of the triumph of capitalisrn over real socialisrn, this 
article points out that, despite their ideological differentes, both Systems are bound to 
the same conception of history-as-progress. In contrast, it recalls Walter Benjamin's 
philosophy of history, marked by the critique of progress in the narne ofa revoIutionary 
time, which interrupts history's chronological continuurn. Benjamin's perspective is 
used to study the contlict of ternporalities among the Soviet artists in the two decades 
after the October Revolution: on the one hand, the anarchic, autonomous and critical 
time of interruption - which is the time of avant-gade -, on the other hand, the 
synchronization with the ideas of a progressive time as ordeted by the Comrnunist 
Patty; this is the time of vanguard, whose capitalist Counterpart is fashion. 

Kcywords: Philosophy of history; Walter Benjamin; Soviet Avant-Garde. 

Rcsumo: Nestes ternpos de triunfo do capitalismo sobre o socialismo real, o presente 
artigo rnostra que, apesar de suas diferences ideologicas, ambos OS sistemas baseiam- 
se nurna concepcäo da hist6ria como progresso. Contrastivamente, E lernbrada a 
filosofia da historia de Walter Benjamin, rnarcada pela critica do progresso e ? 
concepcäo de um ternpo revolucionirio, quc interrompe o continuurn histiirico. A 
luz da teoria benjaminiana 6 estudado o conflito de concepgöes de tempo entre OS 

artistas soviiticos das duas dicadas posteriores i Revolucäo de Outubro de 19 17: de 
um lado, o tempo da interruppo, anirquico, autonomo e critico - que 6 o tempo da 

i ' The author is Professor ofPoliticalPhilosophy and SocialTheory at Cornell University, 
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amt-gam'e -, do outro lado, a sincroniza~äo com a idiia de um tempo progressive 
n tal como foi decretado pelo Partido Comunista; este i o tempo das vanguardas, cuja - 
3 contrapartida capitalista E a moda. 
0 
G n 

Palavras-chave: Fiosofia da histbria; Walter Benjamin; Vanguarda sovietica. 
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3 I am not the first speaker to note the irony of our being assembled as academics 

to discuss Walter Benjamin. But one has to wonder. 1s not a discussion of Walter 
Benjamin by and for the academy that rejected him a Strange way to do tribute to his 
ivork Should we be celebrating him as a Great Thinker, when he hirnself relentiessly 
disparaged the whole idea of the cult ofgenius? 1s not this event, and hundreds like it 
in academic settings, funded or at least facilitated by the global forces of not so rnuch 
late as perpetuaily lingering capitaiism - forces that he held responsible for holding 
back the human potential of technology - is not this an cxceedingly contradictory 
phenomenon? Given that Walter Benjamin is for us an academic fashion, are we not 
at least obliged to teaseout ofthat fact a dialectical understandingofwhat it is, indeed, 
that we are doing here? - assurning we know what 'dialectical' rneans, that is, and 
after writing two books with the word "dialectics" in the title, T am not at ail Sure that 
I do. 

One aspect - let us cal  it dialectical - in the theory of Frankfurt School in 
general and ofWalter Benjamin in particular that marks this century and continues 
to fascinate, now perhaps moreso than ever, is their combining of radical, social 
revolutionaty poiitics with an absolute distrust in 'history' as progress - cornbining, 
that is, two positions previously thought of in opposition: traditionally, it was the 
socialist left that beiieved in hiitorical progress, whiie the right, the social conservatives, 
were the nostaigic critics ofhistory's discourse. But in this century, which is burnping 
and grinding to a close as we speak, and still maintain an unshaken beliet either in 
capitalisrn as the answer to the prayers of the poor or in history as the realization of 
reason. The counter-examples are too numerous on every continent of the globe. 
Among every ethnic group and within every world civilization, the human atrocities 
cornmitted have been, and continue to be barbaric, whethcr they are carried out by 
axe and machetc or by ever-increasing technological sophistication. Meanwhile, as 
the grey background of these political events, thc economic gap behveen rich and 
poor not only persists; it has become an abyss, a situation for which the new global 
organization of capitalisrn - unchallenged as the winner in history - no longer even 

tries to apologize. So if historical 'progress' delivers capitalism, and capitalism cannot 2 

deliver a reasonable organization of society, then one ir led inuorably to the b 
Benjaminian, or Frankfurt School position. 2 o 

InuorabIy. I aam purposely rejecting poLtical pluralism hex. (Ara colege Pto- $' 
fessor of mine once said - she was, not incidentally, a German Socialist emigrie, ui 

"Liberals are so Open minded their brains fall out.") So, let rne repeat: Intellectual 2 
integrity demands our political engagement in a radical criticism of capitalisrn. z. 
arid a radical criticism of historical progress. This can be done from a plurality of 5 
social positions - constructions of race, sexuality, ethnicity, postcoloniality and the 

Kl 
like - but it cannot be done comfortably. Ifwe are too comfortable, either as established o 

0 
Benjaminian academics, globe-trotting gadflies, or as would-be Benjaminian .- 
academics, globe-trotting groupies, we are part of the problem. I am referring to 
intellechial discomfort more than financial discomfort, although the two appear Co 

Q, 
together often enough. I am also speaking particularly to the younger Benjamins in 
the audience who find themselves in continuous discomfort, attracted (let us hope) to 
Walter Benjamin's writings because of their radicality and political-existential integrity, 
and yet scrambling frantically for those few jobs in academia which seem to be saved 
for the most intellcctually opportunistic and cautious of applicants. This is true, 
particularly, in the United States, where the university System, which takes its lead 
from the privately funded institutions, is adopting every 'good' business practice of 
today's corporate\vorld: down-siimg the teachingstaffand increasingtheir load closiig 
profit-draining 'ineficient' departments replacing staffworkers by electronic machines, 
raising the price to students-as-consumers, and, the most radical change, threatening 
to eliminate tenure so that today's autonomous Professors can be replaced with young, 
e~istentially vulnerable Ph.D.s at far lower costs. I f  this corporate logic continues 
unchallenged, the situation will becorne intolerable. The compromises of free-thinking 
intellectual life within the shrinking academy will become too great. Something will 
snap. Who will benefit from that situation is not guaranteed. I t  depends on whar we 
intellectuals do collectively, as a class. The name for such collective class action used 
to be socialist. The word is due for rehabilitation. Against those who dismiss socialism 
as a relic ofthe recent past, let me make a dialectical, indeed Hegelian epistemological 
point: Socialism will continue tobe reinventcd bccause the logic ofcapitalism demands 
it. The distorted social logic of capitalism makes the positing of a socialist alternative 
inevitable, because human reason cannot be satisfied without it. 

' 

Thc challenge for those of us safeiy inside the academy is the self-imposed, 
dialectical dernand that we pass on to the next generation a radical tradition ofthought. 
The demand is dialectical because of the apparent contradiction: how can the passing 
on oftradition be a radical act? The answer to that question necessitates nothingless 



than a phiiosophy of history. And aii of us in the academy who read teas of the past, 
n 

no matter what out formal disciplines of study, are historians, angels of history in at 

$ least the positional sense: f a c i a  backward ive nnioe to the funire. 
a 
V1 

What makes Benjamin's philosophy of history so helphl for this task is that it " refuses the binaries of historicism and univenalism. Meaning in history is neither I 
von Ranke's "wie es eigentlich gewesen" (how it actualIy was), nor is it a changeless, 
transcendental truth accessible to ail times.' Historical meaningis tmsient, depcnding 
not so much on the past as on the present, on the real state of afiirs. Hence, history 

m 
2. cannot be approached as an academic exercise, as if it concerned a race of humanoids 
. d s l g  once-upon-a-time on M a n .  We are in history, and its time ir not over. We 
3 

make history in both temporal directions, past and present. What we do, or not do, 
creates the present; what we know or do not know, constructs the past. These two 
tasks are inextricably connected in that how we construct the past determines how we 
understand the present Course. To use Benjamin's metaphor, the wind ofworld history 
blows from the past; our words are sails; the way they are set determines them as 
c~ncepts .~  History's causality is nachrr;jglich, deferred action, rather than sequential 
steps on a temporal continuum. We produce that causality in the present by the way 
we give meaning to the past events, a situation that entails enormous responsibility. It  
matten deeply what we see in tbe past and how we describe it. At the Same time, since 
the potential constructions of history are infinite - and since the sea of the present is 
unbounded - it is impossible for us to know in advance the right way to go about it. 
Indeed, perhaps our responsibility is always to be looking for an & way, constantly 
undermining- not the bcts ofhistory, but the ivay these facts are connected, constantly 
a l t e ~ g  the constellations in which they are able to appear. 

Constellations. This word is another of Benjamin's metaphors, connecting his 
early, rnetaphysical writings to his late, materialist texts. It figures centrally in his 
theory of truth, and for rne it has been a ver= productive idea. If we understand the 
Stars as empirical data-facts and Fragments ofthe past -vimally limitless in nurnber, 
Wtually timeless in their being, then our scientific task as academics is to discover 
them (- I am still a believer in archival work -), while our philosophical, hence political 
task (like Benjamin, 1 equate these terms) is to connect these fragrnents and facts in 
figures that are legible in the present, producing "constellations" that are variants of 

I Cf. BENJAMIN [Passagen-Werk], in: HAFREY  SIEBU UR^ 1983184: 'The history which 
showed things 'as they really were'was the strongest narcotic ofthe [19'h] century" (N3, 
4); "The truth ivon't run off and leave us [...I that expresses the concepr of truth with 
which these presentations break: (NJa, I). 

BENJAMIN 1972 ff: f:V, 1,591-92 (N9,6; N9,8). 

Truth (-it is the archival work that allows us still to use this word). In  an ideal society, 
Benjamin tells us, aU the stars would be included, and every constellation legible. But 
in out own, this is not the case. Power distorts the vision of the heavens, imposing its 
heavy telescopes on certain areas so that their irnportance is magnified, obstructing 
others so overbearingly that they are not visible at all. Such power is not only imposed 
by the state. It is lodged in thevery stmcture ofour disciplines- which are thernselves 
magnifylng apparamses, encouraging the insertion of new discoveries into their already 
charted constellations of discourse, shifting their focus only slowly to adapt to the 
tides of the time. We as intellectuals practice critical agency when we refuse to be 
bound by their ruling astrological signs. But we ignore the faccs (the stats) and we 
ignore the trends of o w  own times at our peril - aii the moreso if we Want to set our 
sails against the current. Again in terms of Benjamin's approach, it is not enough to 
produce other constellations, oftvomen's history, black history or the like. The facts 
these studies unearth are meant to explode the cultural continuum" not to replace it 
with a new one.' They are.not an end in thernselves but, rather, stars to steer by in our 
time, leaving the Set of the sails and even the direction of the voyage still undisclosed. 

In the spirit of this idea that fragments unearthed from the past enter into new 
constellations wirh the present, I Want to suggest today how the changed view of the 
heaven of history that has opened up with the end of the Cold War might allow us to 
draw different lines of connection, relevant both to Walter Benjamin's own inteliectual 
biography, and to the biography, if we may call it that, of the left-revolutionary 
movement itself. 

Traditionally in the established disciplines, we have been taught to understand 
Walter Benjamin in the corttext of historical developmenrs in Western Euro pe: within 
European Marxism, French Surrealism, Weimar culture, or German-Jewish 
intellectual thought. My own wotk has been part of that tradition. But Benjamin 
himself did not experience his historical context in this limited, Cold-War way. For 
him, at least after he came to know Asja Lacis in 1924, the burning intellectual issues 
ivere forged by Left-wingpolitical practice regardless o f e t h c  or geographic location! 

' This point was made forcefully by I N ~ ~ ~ ~ O H L F A R T H  in: "Srnashing the Kaleidoscope". 
In: STEINBERC (ed.) 1996: 204-5. 

' Benjamin's intirnate knowledge of intellectual debates in the Soviet Union began with 
his relationship to Asja Lacis in 1924, a woman whose intellectual and political passion 
had, by aii accounts, a deep influence upon him. Their political discussions were endless. 
Her own practice as a theater director was his example ofa Communist alternative to the 
bourgeois theater. After taik rvith Lacis ended, Benjamin continued to discuss these 
issues with Bertolt Brecht (whom he met in 1929 through Lacis). Just as significant 



And that practice was taking place most intensely, if pr~blematicall~, in the Soviet 
Union. I cannot accept Gershorn Schalem's insistence tliat Benjamin "lost all his 
illusions" about Soviet socialism in the course of his trip to Moscow in the winter 
of 1926-27.' (And let us remember that he did make that trip, whereas despite 
repeated promises to Scholem, he never went to Jerusalem, and despite the wistful 
title o fa  late work, "Central Park," he never followed the Frankfurt School to New 
York City). Benjamin's writings, contm Scholem, give evidence of the continued 
significance of Soviet sociaiism for his thought. In the rnid-1930s, that is a decade 
after his Moscow sojonrn, Benjamin's work shows a awareness of the critical 
discussions that had been taking place among Soviet artists for more than a decade. 
This is not only true of the short speech, "The Author as Producer", delivered in 
1934 to the Institute hr Research on Fascisrn in Paris, which was a Communist 
organi~at ion.~ I t  is equally the case with that much-cited, much-abused docurnent, 
written in 1935 and first published in 1936, which he hirnself proudly proclaimed 
as the "materialist theory of art,"' but which is still read, in the United States at 
least, as a thoroughly depoliticized defense of the culture industry. I am speaking, 
of course, of the essay "Das Kunstwerk im Zeitalter seiner technischen Reprodu- 
zierbarkeit". Ln this essay, and again even more explicitly in the 1935 expose to the 
Passagen-Werk, Benjamin describes the way technology has enabled the 
emancipation from art of 'kreative f ~ r m s " , ~  a description that resonates unrnistakably 
with the Bolshevik avant-garde's affirmation of the technologically produced "trend 
toward the liquidation of art as a separate discipline".' Benjamin's privileging of 
the cognitive potential of cinema as a mode of epistemological inquiry finds its 

was the faa thatBenjaminls bmther Georg, witli whom he was and remained close, entered 
the Cerman CommunistAr~in the 1920s. He was arrested in 1933 but released, and in 
the mid-1930s wrote for the Underground press, translating English, French and Russian 
articles on Germani on the Popular Front, and on the 71h World Congress ofthe Communist 
International in July 1935. Georgwas arrested again, sentenced tojail, and was later moved 
to Mauthausen concentration camp, where he died in 1942. Georg has been described as 
Walter Benjamin's "political alter-ego" (sec BRODEFSON 1996: 208-209). 

SCHOLEM [Preface] , in: BENJAMIN 1986: 6. 

Benjamin's editor, Rolf Tiedernann, notes that he could find no evidence of Benjamin's 
having in fact delivered this speech at tlie Institut pour I'aude du fascisme in Paris, 
although Benjamin's letters ciaim that he wrote it for this purposc (See BENJAMIN L972 
E II,3, 1460-1462). 

' BENJAMIN 1972 ff: VI, 8 14. 

3 e e  BUCK-MORSS: 1989: 124-125. 

Ivan PUNI (1919), cited in: LODDEA 1983: 48. 

e~ern~lification in Dziga VERTOV'S experimental cinerna, M a n  with a Movie Camera 
(1929). Benjamin's essay on the Work of Art takes a positive position in regard to 
what in the mid-1920s the Russian avant-garde called "production art," that is, art 
entering, via industrial production, into everyday life - whereas his essay on "The 
Author as Producer" borrows the idea of the "artist-engineer," a terrn coined by 
Russian Constructivists, in &der to describe his own call for a "refunctioning" of 
the technical apparatuses of c u l t u ~ l  production.1° When in these essays Benjamin 
rejects the cult of individual genius and heralds the decline of the division of labour 
behveen cultural producers and the audience of consumers, he echoes the position 
ofProletGult, the proletarian cultural organizations of the 1920s that, in advocating 
kreative amateurisrn,' sided against the cultural elitisrn of ehe Party. 

Benjamin shared many interests with the Soviet avant-garde, from his 
appreciation of Charles FOURIER, who was read widely in Russia after the Revoluti- 
on," to his theories of mimesis and innervation, which resonate intriguingly with 
discussions of biorhythmics and biomechanics arnongsoviet theater and film directors 
like MEYERHOLD and EI SENSTE IN.'^ Even an idea so seerningly excenmc as Benjamin's 
anthropomorphic theory of objects, which so horrified Bertolt BRECHT, that things 
look at you and you return theirgaze, is strikingly similar to theavant-garde's utopian 
speculations on the "socialist object," which was to replace capitalist comrnodities." 
RODCHENKO wrote home to Moscow in the summer of 1925 from Paris (where he 
was attending I'Exposihon internationale des arts dtfcoiah-d4) of a kind of socialist 

Io BENJAMIN 1966: 102. The image ofthe writer as engineer introduces Benjamin's 1926 

text, "One Way Street": "Opinions are to the vast apparatus of social existente what oil is 
to machines: one does not go up to a turbine and pour machine oil over it; one applies a 
little to hidden spindles and joints that one has to know" (Reffections, 6 1). 

The hundred-yearanniversaryofF~~~~~~'~ "Phalaiisteries" m celebrated in Paris in 1932. 
For the importance of FOUUER in post-revolutionary Rush, See STARR 1978: 50-5 1. 

Wr Benjamin's reaction to MEYERHOLD'S controversial production of Go~oL's  The 
Inspector General, which he saw performed and debated during his visit to Moscow, See 
BENJAMIN L986: 32-24. For his review of EISENSTEIN'S h tembn,  see BENJAMIN 1972 
ff: 11, 2, 751-755. 

' "To perceive the aura ofan object we look at rneans to invest it with the ability to look at 

us in return" (BENJAMIN 1969: 188). For BRECHTO~ Benjamin, see BUCK-MORS 1989, 
246; for the theory oF the socialist object, See the groundbmking work of Christina 
KAIER, cited below. 

' RODCHENKO'S Worker's ReadingRoom was On display in the Exposition, along with a 

moquette of TATLIN'S Monument to the Third International, in the Soviet Pavillon, 
designed by the architect MELNIKOV. 





What 1 am saying is that the Communists with whom Benjamin was rnost 
closely associated were radicals, not liberals; they believed that only certain tendencies 
in the artc were progressive, and they did not argue for freedorn of Speech. And in 
this context, Walter Benjamin's philosophy of history becomes aii the more meaningfd 
frorn a political point of view. Because the fact is that most of the avant-garde artists 
had submitted to the vanguard notion of historical time in the Course of the 1920s 
(MALEVICH may have been an interesting exceptionZ0), that is, they had accepted a 

conflation of avant-garde and vanguard ternporalities - a conflation that was not 
justified, since the temporality of the avant-garde is hndarnentaliy anatchisr, a position, 
with which Lenin oniy briefly (untii April 1918) allowed the Party to be aligned. 
Benjamin, on the other hand, never accepted the vanguard Party's conception of 
time. As a result, intolerance ofcdtural pluralisrn could not fall backon Facile rhetoric 
of 'advanced' or 'backward' as judgmental condemnations. These had to be argued 
out of phenomenological experience of the material itself, given the actual state of 
a&s - which, by the last decade of Benjamin's life, was the 'statc of emergency' of 
fascism. 

This point about different temporalities is important, and I want to return to 
it. But first, let me give one further philoIogical exarnple to justify considering rhe 
debates in the Soviet Union of long-term significance for Benjamin's works.'' I t  
has ro do with Benjamin's 1936 essay, "The Storytelier." As is so often the case with 
academic readings ofBenjamin, very few people think to inquire about the particular 
story-teller whorn Benjamin discusses in this essay, which deveIops his theory of 
Ehe end of the era of story-telling. It  was Nikolai LBKOV, a 19~-century Russian 
writer and a contemporary of Dostoyevsky, whose stories were about traditional 
Russia from the perspective of someone who had left that provincial background 
behind.22 And even if commentators on Benjamin decide to read LESKOV'S work, 
they will still not understand why Benjamin deals with&story-teuer, of all possible 
ones, as the our-exarnple of a form of cultural production that he considered no 
longer possible historicaliy. But LESKOV was, as the Gerrnans say, aktuell in con- 

MALEVICH purposely confused the chronology of his paintings beginning in the late 
1920s, suggesting a "development" in virtual time only. Even with this alteration of the 
Facts, his style took on a cyclical temporality: late paintings returned in style and content 
to the pre-war peasant topos; his final works, including a sclf-portrait, were of realistic 
figures in Renaissance dress. 

'' This example is indepted to Jennifer liffany, Department of Regional Planning, Cornell 
University. 
See MCLEAN 1977. 

ternporary debates." And although Benjamin confessed to having "gar keine LustnZ4 
(no desire at aii) to work on the piece because he was preoccupied with the Passagen- 
Prq'ekt, he accepted a commission to write "The Storyteller" for the journal Onknt 
und Okzident(East and West) in March 1936 - ~ r e c i s e l ~  when LESKOV'S narne had 
becorne involved in a conflict between h a r d h e  Communist artists and the Soviet 
leadership, as a consequence of the fact that the Soviet Composer, Dirnitri 
SHOSTAKOVITCH, who identified with the militant revolutionary avant-garde, had put 
one of LESKOV'S stories to music. 

The story (and title ~~SHOSTAKOVITCH'S opera), LadyMacbeh o fhe  Mtse~sk 
DisLrict, is itself a fascinating one. The protagonist, Katcrina Izmailova, is a tipical 
19h-century heroine in one regard. She falls passionately in love, and her life is 
consumed by it. But she is totally un-typical in that, rather than simply dying, as was 
derjgueur in 19'h-century fichon (one could mention Madame B o v q  Anna Karerina, 
plus practically every Italian operatic heroine), this wornan like her Renaissance 
namesake kills for love. She kills her fäther-in-law when he discovers she has a lover 
(her husband's servant). She bashes her husband to death with a candlestick and 
smothers her nephe~v-in-law (with her lover's help). She kills her lover's new girlfiiend 
(without it). And only then, wrestling her fourth victirn into the icy Volga, does she 
fall herself in a watery gravc. But it was not tlie sensational theme o f L ~ s ~ o v ' s  story 
that caused the greatest controversy in the 1930s. Rather, it was SHOSTAKOVITCH'S 
modernist, post-narrative rcndition of it. 

When the opera first opened in Leningnd in 1934, it was widely acclaimed, 
heralded by the official press for its musical and theatrical innovations. Sergei EISEN- 
STEIN used the piece in the classroom as excmplary of how to build an entire 
production's mise en s~2ne.~' But in January 1936 Stalin and Molotov attended a 
perforrnance in Moscow by the Bolshoi Theater's Second Company. Two days later 
the opera was vehemently denounced in Pravda as an avant-erde monstrosity, "a 
mess instead of r n ~ s i c . " ~ ~  SHOSTAKOVITCH hirnself was stunned and shakcn. The 
incident received international publicity, as the opera had also played in Europe and 
the United States." In this context, the impact of Benjamin's argurnent in the essay, 

" Benjamin had first been wposed to LESKOV in 1928 througli a new, German edition of 
liis works (BENJAMIN 1972 ff: 11,3,1277). But it seerns to have been thc journal Orient 
und Okzident, tliat requestcd thc article be about LE~KOV in march 1936. 

'' BENJAMIN 1972 ff: 11, 3, 1277. 

See BORDWELL 1993: 156-157. 

FITZPATRICK 1992: 187. 

BORDWELL 1993: 156. 



"The Storyteller" (commissioned two months after Pravda's denunciation), was to 
n 
i defend a contemporary Communist artist against the anti-modernist political criticisms 

of the l a d e n  of rhe Soviet state. This is an altogetlier different agenda than lamenting 0 
111 

F the passing of a pre-modern literary form, which is the usual interpretation given by 
P Benjamin's scholars of "The Storyteller." 
I 

But to end the discussion here would be to employ historicism to criticize 
contemporary inferpretations, and I have aiready said h a t  this alternative is in itself 
inadequate. Moreover, we have no evidence that it was Benjamin's -to enter the 

W 
SHOSTAKOVITCH conmversy with this essay - nor do we need it, not ifwe are interesred *. 

(Ii 

in truth, which, as Benjamin said, is precisely not intentional: "Truth," he wrote in 
2 

the Trauerspidintroduction, "is thedeath of in ten t i~n ."~~ What counts more than the 
question of whether Benjamin understood his interventions in the context of Soviet 
controversies is the fact h a t  it might be productive for Q to do so. And in suggesting 
this constellation, I Want to return, as promised, to the question of ternporality and 
the philosophy of history. 

It  was Peter O s ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ v h o s e  recent book The Pobdcs o f  Ememade rne thmk 
hard philosophicaliy about the politics implicated in various concepts of temporality, 
particularly the section oF his book that criticizes my own reading of Benjamin 
e~plicitl$~. I think he is correct in describing Benjamin's concept of revolutionary 
time as "phenomenally lived" rupture, the interruption of daily life, hence 
fundamentally different from the cosrnological temporality that marks the Hegelian- 
Marxian conception - which was also Lenids, of course, and that of the vanguard 
Party, But it is problernatic to equate, as OSBORNE does, Benjamin's conception of 
time with the temporality of the avant-garde - problematic, because this theoretical 
distinction ignores real history and as a Marxist, even a Marxistphilosopher, OSBORNE 
ought not to have done that. Osborne writes that the Benjaminian experience of the 
"now" ("nowbeing" he c d s  it in a dubiously Heideggerian move) is ' a  form ofavant- 
garde experience. For the avant-garde is not that which is historicaiiy most advanced 
in the sense that [...I it has the most history behind it."" But, alas, this is precisely 
how the avant-garde understood itseif. 

Let us recall briefly: The term 'avant-garde' carne into usc in France in the 
mid-19'~ century." At that time, it applied botli to cultural and political radicalism, as 

'"Die Wahrheit ist der Tod der Intention" (BENJAMIN 1972 ff: I, 1,2 16). 

29 OSBORNE 1995: 150-153. 

" OSBORNE 1995: 150. 
' See Linda NOCHLIN, nTheInvention of the Amnt-Garde: France 1830-1880". In: HECS 

/ ASHBERY 1968: 5. 

both endorsed, in rhe Spirit of Saint-Simonianism, the idea of history as Progress. At 
the end of the century, in the clirnate of artistic modernism that was centered in bour- 
geois Paris (where many of the Russian avant-garde artists lived before the Revoluti- 
on), the 'avant-gardc' took on a more specifically cultural rneaning. Although most 
(but not all) ofits rnernbers ivould have considered themselves politicaily on the 'Lefi,' 
the term did not necessarily imply a political stance. It rneant to be alienated from 
established bourgeois culture and on the cutting edge cdtural history, but the idea of 
conflating that position with endorsernent ofany particular political party was not an 
issue. It became one, however, at least for the Russian avant-garde, with the Bolshevik 
success in October 1917. Lenin immediately articulated this revolutionary event in 
terms of a cosmological ternporality: October was a world-historical event, the 
culmination of a revolutionary continuum in which bourgeois Paris had played the 
leading role, but only in the past: the French Revolution and Paris Commune were 
viewed as progressive steps along the way. This vision of history was to be secured 
through art: Lenin launched a Plan for MonumenhfPmpaganda listing approved 
"fighters for socialism," historical figures from Wectern Europe as well as Russia, 
who were to be commemorated by public monuments erected in urban space. The 
Bolsheviks made a point of trying to engage the avant-garde in their cultural programs. 
(Tatlin and Korolev were involved in the Plan hr MonumentalPropapnda.) Their 
response was gcnemlly to Support the October Revolution, but inteiiectually their 
situation was arnbiguous. Many of the leading avant-garde artists were explicitiy 
'anarchist' in their political Statements (- this was particularly true of spring 1918 
when, under pressure ofthe renewed war with Germany, the Leninist Ieadership was 
cracking down on anarchism3' -) and therc was considerable unease arnong 'radical' 
artists abour the costs for creative freedom of collaborating too closely with anv state 
organizations, including the new ones. I t  is here that the politics of conflicting 
tempomtities bccornes important. 

Precisely ehe inteilectual prejudice of history-as-progress led radical cultural 
producers to assume that poiitical revolution and cultural revolution must be two 
sides of the Same coin. The avant-garde's claim of being che historical destination of 
art was legitirnated by submitting to the cosrnological temporality of the Party, but by 
this Same gesture it's 'truth' was historicized. Alrcady by the mid 1920s, the avant- 
garde ivas spoken of in Russia as passe. All art that was not going in the direction of 
the Party was historically 'backward,' bourgeois rather than proletarian, and hence 

" Hubertus GASSNER, "The Constructivists: Modernism on the Way to Modernization". 
In: The Great Utopia: Thhe Russian and Soviet Awnt-Garde, 191J-1932. New York, 
Guggenheirn Museum 1992. 



F ultirnately counter-revolutionary. Once artists accepted the cosmological time of the 
n 
ir political vanguard, it followed that to be revolutionary in a cultural sense meant to 
$ glorify the successes of the Party and to Cover over its hilures. 
z 
U1 

I t  could be argued that, despite the Constructivist's calI for art's entry into " social life, the Bolshevik avant-gardc was destroyed precirely by aarnpting to hold 
1 

onto 'art' too tenaciously, that is, to hold on to a historical continuum of art that ran 
p i d e l  (and rvas ultimately subservient) to the cosrnological con6nuumof historical 

e Progress. After the October Revolution, the mere gesture of rehsal which marked 
IP 
2. the bourgeois avant-garde was no longer considered sufficient. Artists made the fateful 
5 decision, in facing fonvard rather than backward, of moving humphandy into the 5' 

future alongside of political power. The only argumcnt was at what relative specds 
whether as TATLIN and L i ~ i r z ~ u  claimed, artistic practice was chronologically in rhe 
lead of the Communist Party, or, as TROTSKY wrote, art would always find itself "in 
the baggage car" ofhistov In acquiescing to the vanguard's cosmological conception 
of revolutionary time, the avant-garde abandoned the temporality that OSBORNE wants 
to attribute to it, the Benjaminian ternporalityofinterruption, estrangement, arrest - 
that is, they abandoned the phenomenological experience of avant-garde practise. 
The latter needs to be undcrstood not only as a sriategy for undermining the bour- 
geois order, but as fundamental to the cultural practiseofany future societyworthy of 
the name (socialist.' Revolutionary time would then need tobe understood as tempo- 
ral experience eternally in opposition to history's chronological continuum, and just 
as eternaily in opposition to fashion's repetitive gestureofthe 'new,'which masquerades 
as the avant-garde in our own time. Socialist culture d a v a n t - g a r d e  culture would 
need to be rethought in terrns of this temporality, as the constant construction of 
constellations that arrest time, as a constant struggle against those economic and 
political leaders who mindlessly (and always incorrcctiy) predict the future by 
extrapolating fmm the present, as constant opposition to the fashion-setters forwhom 
time, like comrnodities, is endowed with built-in obsolescence. 

The only power available to us as we, riding in the train of history, reach for the 
ernergency brake, is the power that comes from the past - a past tliat without our effort 
wiü be forgotten. One hct  of the past that we particularly are in dangcr of forgetting is 
the apparent harmlessness r i th  which the process ofcultural capitulation takcs place. l t  
is a matter, sirnply, ofwanting to keep up wich the inteiiectual trends, to compete in the 
marketplace, to stay relevant, to stay in hhion. In our own time this has the enormous 
substantive implication of dismissing the other history of the hventieth century, the 
'fade& one of sociaiism. But to do so is to acquiesce to the newest version of the myth OE 
progras, the mistaken assumption that thosc in rhe Easr who have been 'defeated' in 
history have nothing to teach to thc triurnphant, new barbarians in the West. 

So, what in God's name, are we doing here? The litmus test for intellectual $' 
production is how it effects the outside rvorld, not what happens inside an academic $ 
enclave such as this one. Benjamin himself held up as the criterion for his work that 3 

J it t ie  "totally useless for the purpose of F a s ~ i s m . " ~ ~  Could any of us say ofour work -,. 
3 

that it is totally useless for the purposes of the new global order, in which class 
exptoitation is blatant, but the language to describe it is in ruins? O f  Course, we 2 ' 
would be horrified if decisions on academic hiring and promotion were made on 2. 
the basis ofwhat our work contributed to the class struggle. The disturbing truth, 5 
however, is that these decisions are already being made on the basis of ensuring 
that our work contributes nothinp to the class struggle. And that, my friends, is 
problematic. 0 
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Witnessing: Testimony of L iny is t ic  Memory. 

The case of Victor Klernperer 

Hinrich C. Seeba* 8 

Abstrnct: In view of tlie tremendous success of Victor Klemperer's diaries testimoning 
his personal experience as a Jew in Nazi Germany, this article discusses the specific 
contribution ofwitness literature to the knowledge of history. During the Holocaust 
period, in the face ofdeath, true historical knosvledge was essentialiy reduced to per- 
sonal experience. Klemperer's clandestine journal exposes h o ~  the collcctive trauma 
affected cvcrybody through the daiiy speech Patterns, dictated by the Nazis' appro- 
priation of the German language. I n  tlis memory of Alltagsgeschichte as a critical 
history of language can bc Seen the specific contribution of Literature of testimony. 
The function of Klernperers chronicle of Linpa ErtÜImpeniis to devclop the read- 
ers linguistic sensitivity, in order to enable them to reappropiate their language. 

Keywords: History and memory; Literature of testirnony; Languagc criticism; Nazi 
Germany; Holocaust; Victor Klemperer 

ILesumo: Diante da enorme repercussäo publica, nos anos 1990, dos diirios de Vic- 
tor Klempercr sobre sua experiencia pessoal como judeu na Alernanha nazista, este 
artigo discutc o tipo cspecifico de conhecimento da historia proporcionado pela 
Literatura de tcstemunho. Durante o periodo do holocausto, no confronto diirio com 
a motte, o conhecimento hlst6rico verdadeiro SC agusou nas experiencias pessoais. 0 
jornal clandestino de Klempcrer expöe como o trauma coletivo afetou a todos por 
meio dos padröcs cotidianos de fala, ditados pela apropriacäo nazista da Iingua alcmä. 
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